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ABSTRACT

The study of another language and culture gives students a powerful key to successful communication. In today’s global community,
competence in more than one language is an essential part of communication and cultural understanding. In each level of language study, the
students experience communication through reading, writing, speaking, and listening. The students gain an understanding of the culture that
uses the language. Students make connections across disciplines and access new sources of information through the study of another language.
Through comparisons and contrasts with the new language, students develop greater insight into their own language and culture and discover
multiple ways to view the world. Students become life-long learners as they use the language both within and beyond the school setting. In
Italian IV, the students work at the Intermediate low to Intermediate-high proficiency level within three important modes: interpretive,
interpersonal, and presentational. The students demonstrate an understanding of spoken and written communication within the appropriate
cultural context. The students present, through oral and/or written communications, information, concepts, and ideas to an audience of
listeners or readers. The students engage in direct oral and/or written communication with others. The Italian IV course emphasizes the
following key areas: comprehension and comprehensibility, vocabulary usage, language control, communication strategies, and cultural
awareness.
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Mission Statement
The Kingsway Regional School District believes that this school district is responsible for developing and maintaining a comprehensive
educational program that will foster the academic, social, and personal growth of all students. The Kingsway Regional School District provides a
secure, supportive environment. It also provides high quality resources to challenge and empower each individual to pursue his/her potential, to
develop a passion for learning in a diverse and challenging world, to encourage active citizenship, and to reach a high standard of achievement
at all grade levels as defined by the New Jersey Student Learning Standards (NJSLS).

Curriculum & Instruction Goals
To ensure the District continues to work toward its mission of excellence in G.R.E.A.T. Instruction, the following curriculum and instruction goals
direct the conversation:
Goal(s):
1. To ensure students are college and career ready upon graduation
2. To vertically and horizontally align curriculum K-12 to ensure successful transition of students at each grade level
3. To identify individual student strengths and weaknesses utilizing various assessment measures (formative, summative, alternative, etc.)
so as to differentiate instruction while meeting the rigor of the applicable content standards
4. To improve student achievement as assessed through multiple measures including, but not limited to, state testing, local assessments,
and ongoing progress monitoring
How to Read this Document
This curricular document contains both pacing guides and curriculum units. The pacing guides serve to communicate an estimated timeframe as
to when skills and topics will be taught throughout the year. The pacing, however, may differ slightly depending upon the unique needs of each
learner. The curriculum units contain more detailed information as to the content, goals, and objectives of the course well as how students will
be assessed. The terms and definitions below will assist the reader to better understand the sections and components of this curriculum
document.
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Terms to Know
1.

Accommodation(s): Accommodations are adaptations that do not alter the learning goal or standards being measured;
accommodations can be for all students.

2.

Differentiated Instruction (DI): The idea of differentiating instruction to accommodate the different ways that students learn involves a
hefty dose of common sense, as well as sturdy support in the theory and research of education (Tomlinson & Allan, 2000). It is an
approach to teaching that advocates active planning for student differences in classrooms. Teachers can differentiate content, process,
product, or environment. DI can be done according to students’ readiness, interest, or learning profile.

3.

Enduring Understanding: Enduring understandings (aka big ideas) are statements of understanding that articulate deep conceptual
understandings at the heart of each content area. Enduring understandings are noted in the alongside essential questions within each
unit in this document.

4.

Essential Question: These are questions whose purpose is to stimulate thought, to provoke inquiry, and to spark more questions. They
extend beyond a single lesson or unit. Essential questions are noted in the beginning of each unit in this document.

5.

Formative Assessments: Formative assessments monitor student learning to provide ongoing feedback that can be used by (1)
instructors to improve teaching and (2) by students to improve their learning. Formative assessments help identify students’ strengths
and weaknesses and address problems immediately.

6.

Learning Activity(s): Learning activities are those activities that take place in the classroom for which the teacher facilitates and the
students participate in to ensure active engagement in the learning process. (Robert J. Marzano, The Art and Science of Teaching)

7.

Learning Assignment(s): Learning assignments are those activities that take place independently by the student inside the classroom or
outside the classroom (i.e. homework) to extend concepts and skills within a lesson.

8.

Learning Goal(s): Learning goals are broad statements that note what students “should know” and/or “be able to do” as they progress
through a unit. Learning goals correlate specifically to the NJSLS noted within each unit.

9.

Learning Objective(s): Learning objectives are more specific skills and concepts that students must achieve as they progress towards the
broader learning goal. These are included within each unit and are assessed frequently by the teacher to ensure students are
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progressing appropriately.
10. Modification(s): Modifications are adaptations that alter the learning goals and grade-level standards. Modifications are warranted

when the learner has significant needs that impede his or her ability to access grade-level concepts. They are most appropriate for
appropriate some students with IEPs and some English Language Learners.
11. Performance Assessments: (aka alternative or authentic assessments) Performance assessments are a form of assessment that requires

students to perform tasks that generate a more authentic evaluation of a student’s knowledge, skills, and abilities. Performance
assessments stress the application of knowledge and extend beyond traditional assessments (i.e. multiple-choice question, matching,
true & false, etc.).
12. Standards: Academic standards, from which the curriculum is built, are statements that of what students “should know” or “be able to

do” upon completion of a grade-level or course of study. Educational standards help teachers ensure their students have the skills and
knowledge they need to be successful by providing clear goals for student learning.
o

State: The New Jersey Student Learning Standards (NJSLSs) include Preschool Teaching and Learning Standards as well as K-12
standards for: Visual and Performing Arts; Comprehensive Health and Physical Education; Science; Social Studies; World
Languages; Technology; 21st-Century Life and Careers; Language Arts Literacy; and, Mathematics

13. Summative Assessments: Summative assessments evaluate student learning at the end of an instructional time period by comparing it

against some standard or benchmark. Information from summative assessments can be used formatively when students or faculty use it
to guide their efforts and activities in subsequent courses.
14. 21st Century Skills & Themes: These elements emphasize the growing need to focus on skills that prepare students to successfully

compete in a global environment by focusing on the following: learning and innovation skills; information, media and technology skills;
and life and career skills. These concepts are embedded in each unit of the curriculum.
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Proficiencies and Pacing Guide:
Course Title: Italian IV
Prerequisite(s): Italian I, II, III
Unit Title:
Unit 1: Review

Duration/
Month(s)
September/October

Related Standards:

Learning Goals:

Topics and Skills:

Power Standards:

5-6 weeks

Presentational
NJSLS WL.7.1.IM.C.2

1. The students will understand
key grammatical concepts and
will be able to create and
present an illustrated
children’s story using multiple
tenses. NJSLS WL.7.1.IM.C.2
(5-6 weeks)

1. Recall foundational
vocabulary.
2. Conjugate and apply regular
and irregular verbs in the
past tense.
3. Use the appropriate helping
verb when conjugating in the
past.
4. Make proper past participle
agreements.
5. Conjugate and apply regular
and irregular verbs in the
imperfect.
6. Conjugate and apply regular
and irregular verbs in the
future tense.
7. Sequence events from a
story.
8. Describe orally and in writing
characters, plot, setting and
supporting detail.
9. Create a digitally illustrated
children’s story and present
the story to the class.

1. The students will be able to
apply the conditional tense,
grammatical structures and
vocabulary in order to
comprehend conversations

1. Define and apply terms
related to careers and life
choices.
2. Conjugate and apply the
conditional tense.

Interpersonal
NJSLS WL.7.1.IM.B.5

Supportive Standards:
Interpretive:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.A.2
NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.A.4
NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.A.5
NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.A.8
Interpersonal:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.B.2
Presentational:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.C.3

Unit 2: Il mondo che
vorrei!

Interdisciplinary:
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.910.2
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.910.6
October/November/December Power Standards
Presentational
8-9 Weeks
NJSLS WL.7.1.IM.C.2
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.2
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Unit Title:

Duration/
Month(s)

Related Standards:

Learning Goals:

Topics and Skills:

Supportive Standards
Interpretive:
NJSLS WL 7.1.NH.A.4
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.5
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.7
NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.A.8
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.8

and written information on a
variety of topics. NJSLS WL
7.1.NH.A.4, (5-6 weeks)
2. The students will be able to
compose a response to an
Italian advice column to
demonstrate their mastery of
learned grammar concepts.
NJSLS WL.7.1.IM.C.2, (2-3
weeks)

3. Define and apply terms
related to well-being, hopes,
and desires.
4. Conjugate and apply the
condizionale passato.
5. Maintain a conversation.
6. Apply correct usage of direct
and indirect pronouns.
7. Construct and apply double
object pronouns.
8. Compose a response to La
consiglia di Laura using the
conditional and pronouns.
9. Understand and analyze the
meaning of Il mondo che
vorrei.

1. Students will be able
to progress from
understanding and
communicating at the
sentence level to
understanding and
communicating at the
paragraph level by connecting
thoughts to give directions
and explain how to carry out
basic and complex tasks.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.1, NJSLS

2. Apply the si impersonale
across tenses.
3. Apply the use of
volerci/metterci across
tenses
4. Infer the meaning of new
words in a reading.
5. Comprehend the main ideas
of a reading.
6. Demonstrate listening
comprehension.
7. Ask and respond to

Interpersonal:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.2
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.3
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.4
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.5
Presentational:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.3

Unit 3: Come si fa?

January/February
5 weeks

Interdisciplinary:
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.910.2
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.910.6
Power Standards
Presentational
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.1
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.2
Supportive Standards
Interpretive
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.5
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.7
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.8
Interpersonal:
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Unit Title:

Duration/
Month(s)

Related Standards:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.2
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.3
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.4
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.5

Learning Goals:
WL 7.1.IM.A.5 (5 weeks)

Topics and Skills:
questions orally.
8. Create and present a “How
to presentation”
9. Use proper pronunciation.

Presentational:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.3

Unit 4: Parliamo!!!

February/March
8 weeks

Interdisciplinary:
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.910.2
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.910.6
Power Standards
Interpretive
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.7
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.8
Presentational
Supportive Standards
Interpretive:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.2
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.3
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.4
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.5
Interpersonal:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.2
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.3
NJSLS WL.1.IM.B.4
Presentational:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.3
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1. Students will be able to create
impromptu conversations on
various topics and understand
idiomatic expressions as
expressed in popular culture.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.2, NJSLS
WL 7.1.IM.A.7 (4 weeks)

2. Students will be able to utilize
knowledge to describe and
explain familiar and unfamiliar
people, places, and things
using circumlocution. NJSLS
WL 7.1.IM.A.2, NJSLS WL
7.1.IM.A.7 (4 -5 weeks)

1. Form questions using
appropriate placement of
prepositions.
2. Ask for personal
information.
3. Demonstrate an ability to
give and receive personal
information.
4. Watch authentic video clips
and deduce meaning of
unfamiliar words and
phrases.
5. Demonstrate ability to take
dictation.
6. Listen to and draw
description of scenery from
authentic audio sources.
7. Discuss likes, dislikes, future,
plans, hobbies, and
memories.
8. Create a digital music video

Unit Title:

Duration/
Month(s)

Unit 5: Dove Andiamo
in Vancanza?

April/May
8 weeks

Related Standards:
Interdisciplinary:
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.910.2
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.910.6
Power Standards
Interpretive
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.4
Presentational
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.1
Supportive Standards
Interpretive:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.2
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.4
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.5
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.7
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.8
Interpersonal:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.3
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.4
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.5
Presentational:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.2
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.3
Interdisciplinary:
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.910.2
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.9-
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Learning Goals:

Topics and Skills:
of a translated song.

1. Students will be able to talk
about travel plans, discuss
hotel arrangements, and
describe activities commonly
done on a vacation. NJSLS WL
7.1.IM.A.4, NJSLS WL
7.1.IM.C.1 (4 weeks)
2. Students will be able to create
a sales pitch presentation that
advertises different vacation
locations in Italy. NJSLS WL
7.1.IM.A.4, NJSLS WL
7.1.IM.C.1 (4 weeks)

1. Define and apply vocabulary
related to modes of
transportation.
2. Apply regular and irregular
forms of the comparative
and superlative.
3. Define and apply vocabulary
related to different types of
lodging.
4. Define and apply vocabulary
related to activities on
unforgettable vacations.
5. Apply aggettivi indefiniti and
pronomi indefinite.
6. Create a sales pitch that
advertises a dream vacation.

Unit Title:

Duration/
Month(s)

Related Standards:

Learning Goals:

Topics and Skills:

1. Students will be able to
comprehend and discuss main
ideas, theme, characters, and
setting while reading culturally
authentic material – Viva la
Mamma. NJSLS WL 7.1.IH.A.1,
(3-4 weeks)

1. Read and understand the
story Viva La Mamma.
2. Compare and contrast
cultural similarities and
differences between the
Italian and American culture.
3. Create a podcast and debate
the cultural similarities and
difference between Italian
and American culture.

10.6
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.910.7
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.910.8

Unit 6: Viva la
Mamma!

June
3-4 weeks

NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12
Power Standards
Interpretive
NJSLS WL 7.1.IH.A.1
Supportive Standards
Interpretive
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.4
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.5
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.7
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.8
Presentational
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.2
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.5
Interdisciplinary:
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.910.2
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.910.6
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.910.7
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.910.8
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Unit: 1 Review

Recommended Duration: 5-6 Weeks (September/October)

Unit Description:
This unit is designed to review the main grammatical elements of Italian II and III. Those elements are 2 past tenses, the future tense, adjective agreements,
commands, the comparative and the superlative, and direct and indirect object pronouns. Students will demonstrate the knowledge of these grammatical
concepts by speaking and writing.
Essential Questions:

Enduring Understandings:

1. What is the purpose of language learning?
1. While language learning is sometimes grammar heavy and vocabulary
2. In what contexts do we need to use the imperfect rather than the passato
driven the ultimate goal is being able to communicate in another language.
prossimo when conjugating in the past tense?
Reviewing and using content knowledge from prior courses of study builds
a strong foundation helps the learner attain a proficiency in
communication.
2. In Italian there are two ways of describing the past. The passato prossimo
is used similar to the English “-ed” ending and indicate that an action was
done once in the past. These actions refer to a time in general in the past.
The imperfect, however, describes actions that were repeated habitually,
actions that set the stage for another past tense event, for time and dates
in the past, for telling a person’s age in the past, to describe people
(characteristics) in the past, and to communicate mental or physical states
in the past. The imperfect is generally used for actions in the past that do
not have a definite end.

Relevant Standards:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.C.2: Present student-created
and/or authentic short plays, skits, poems,
songs, stories, or reports.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.5: Engage in short
conversations about personal experiences or
events, topics studied in other content areas,
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Learning Goals:
1. The students will understand key grammatical
concepts and will be able to create and
present an illustrated children’s story using
multiple tenses. (5-6 weeks)

Learning Objectives:
1. Students will be able to recall foundational
vocabulary.
2. Students will be able to conjugate and apply regular
and irregular verbs in the past tense.
3. Students will be able to use the appropriate helping
verb when conjugating in the past.
4. Students will be able to make proper past participle

Relevant Standards:

Learning Goals:

Learning Objectives:

and some unfamiliar topics and situations.
5.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.A.2: Demonstrate
comprehension of oral and written instructions
connected to daily activities through appropriate
responses.

6.
7.
8.

NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.A.4: Use the target language to
describe people, places, objects, and daily
activities learned about through oral or written
descriptions.

9.

agreements.
Students will be able to conjugate and apply regular
and irregular verbs in the imperfect.
Students will be able to conjugate and apply regular
and irregular verbs in the future tense.
Students will be able to sequence events from a
story.
Students will be able to describe orally and in
writing characters, plot, setting and supporting
detail.
Students will be able to create a digitally illustrated
children’s story and present the story to the class.

NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.A.5: Demonstrate
comprehension of conversations and written
information on a variety of topics.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.A.8: Compare and contrast
unique linguistic elements in English and the
target language.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.B.2: Give and follow a series of
oral and written directions, commands, and
requests for participating in age- and levelappropriate classroom and cultural activities.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.C.3: Use language creatively to
respond in writing to a variety of oral or visual
prompts.
Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments:

Performance Assessments:




Primary assessment

The students will understand key
grammatical concepts and will be able

Quizzes
Listening exercises
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Major Activities/ Assignments
(required):
Creation and presentation of children’s
story.

Formative Assessments













Summative Assessments:

Performance Assessments:
to create and present an illustrated
children’s story using multiple tenses.

Self-evaluation
Exit slips
Index card summaries/questions
One word summary
Think-Pair-Share
Oral questioning
White boards
Picture/Word Splash
Graphic Organizers
Activity Menus
Stations
Preassessment (CSA #1)

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:
Special Education Students
English Language Learner






Modifications as per the IEP
Alternate assignments
Extended time
Word bank
Reduced choices in multiplechoice field






Extra time
Simplified language
Use of pictures when possible
Allow oral or written assessment
as per student area of strength

Instructional Strategies (Robert Marzano’s 41 Elements):






Chunking Content into “Digestible Bites”
Reflecting on Learning
Reviewing Content
Organizing Students to Practice and Deepen Knowledge
Using Homework
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At-Risk Students





Keep on task
Reminders – oral, e-mail, etc…
Use of enrichment periods
Frequent contact with mentor or
guidance counselor to check on
progress

Gifted Students





Increase rigor
Increase complexity
Add breadth to assessments,
i.e., interdisciplinary project
options, self-created options,
interest centers, etc...

Instructional Strategies (Robert Marzano’s 41 Elements):













Examining Errors in Reasoning
Practicing Skills, Strategies, and Processes
Revising Knowledge
Organizing Students for Cognitively Complex Tasks
Providing Resources and Guidance
Using Academic Games
Managing Response Rates
Using Physical Movement
Scaffolding
Modeling
Cooperative Grouping
Graphic Organizers

Possible Instructional Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:
Special Education Students
English Language Learner







Read examples to them
One-on-one instruction
Provide Preferential Seating
Extra copies of notes
Tiered Assignments
Flexible Grouping




Provide study sheet
One-on-one instruction

At-Risk Students




Keep on task
Homework Options
One-on-one instruction

Unit Vocabulary:
Essential:
Passato prossimo, L’imperfetto, il futuro semplice
This unit is a review of grammatical elements therefore no vocabulary will be introduced other than grammatical terms.
Non-Essential:
Review of verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs.
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Gifted Students



Extension activities
Differentiated learning Menu

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards):
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.9-10.2
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.9-10.6

Integration of Technology:

21st Century Themes:

21st Century Skills:

Technology:

___x_ Global Awareness

__x__ Creativity & Innovation

Standard 9.1 21st-Century Life and
Career Skills: All students will
demonstrate the creative, critical
thinking, collaboration, and
problem-solving skills needed to
function successfully as both global
citizens and workers in diverse
ethnic and organizational cultures.

CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and
innovation.

Standard 9.3 Career Awareness,
Exploration, and Preparation: All
students will apply knowledge
about and engage in the process of
career awareness, exploration, and
preparation in order to navigate
the globally competitive work
environment of the information
age.

____ Critical Thinking and Problem Solving







Conjuguemos.com
Class website
Youtube
Laptops/chromebooks
Flipped Lessons

____ Civic Literacy
____ Financial, Economic, Business,

___x_ Media Literacy
CRP11. Use technology to enhance
productivity.

____ Life and Career Skills
____ Information & Communication
Technologies Literacy
__x__ Communication & Collaboration
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively
and with reason.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while
using cultural global competence.

& Entrepreneurial Literacy
____ Information Literacy
____ Health Literacy
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Resources:
Texts/Materials:
Textbook: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007, Francesca Italiano, Irene Marchegiani
Workbook: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007, Francesca Italiano, Irene Marchegiani
CD Program: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007
Supplemental text: Oggi, 2003, Houghton-Mifflin, Ferdinando Merlonghi and Joseph A. Tursi
Supplemental workbook: Oggi, 2003, Houghton-Mifflin, Ferdinando Merlonghi and Joseph A. Tursi
Various multi-level readers
Internet
Videos/DVD’s
Italian magazines and newspapers
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Unit 2: Il Mondo Che Vorrei!

Recommended Duration: 8-9 Weeks (October/November/December)

Unit Description:
This unit is designed to introduce students to the conditional tense by asking them express hopes and discuss potential plans for their future. In this unit they
will engage in short hypothetical role play, give advice, describe their ideal world, and discuss professions. The unit culminates with the reading an advice
column in an Italian newspaper and responding to by giving suggestions of how they would handle difficult situations.
Essential Questions:

Enduring Understandings:

1. How is the “job market” different in Italy compared to the one in the
United States?
2. When is the conditional tense use in Italian and how?

1. When learning about professions in different countries it important to
understand how their economy works. Some industries are more
important to a countries GDP and therefore those countries commit
more job training, salary, national efforts towards those industries. As
students prepare to be global citizens it’s important to look at and
understand the basics about a cultures economic priorities.
2. The conditional tense in Italian is used in the same contexts as in
English. To conjugate in the conditional, you manipulate the stem of an
infinitive and add the appropriate ending as determined by the subject
pronouns.

Relevant Standards:

Learning Goals:

Learning Objectives:

NJSLS WL 7.1.NH.A.4: Identify people, places,
objects, and activities in daily life based on oral
or written descriptions.

1. The students will be able to apply the
conditional tense, grammatical structures and
vocabulary in order to comprehend
conversations and written information on a
variety of topics.
2. The students will be able to compose a
response to an Italian advice column to
demonstrate their mastery of learned
grammar concepts.

1. Students will be able to define and apply terms
related to careers and life choices.
2. Students will be able to conjugate and apply the
conditional tense.
3. Students will be able to define and apply terms
related to well-being, hopes, and desires.
4. Students will be able to conjugate and apply the
condizionale passato.
5. Students will be able to maintain a conversation.
6. Students will be able to apply correct usage of
direct and indirect pronouns.
7. Students will be able to construct and apply double

NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.2: Demonstrate
comprehension of oral and written instructions
connected to daily activities and to some
unfamiliar situations through appropriate
responses.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.5: Comprehend
conversations and written information on a
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Relevant Standards:
variety of topics.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.7: Infer the meaning of some
unfamiliar words in some new contexts.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.A.8: Compare and contrast
unique linguistic elements in English and the
target language.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.8: Use knowledge of
structures of the target language to deduce
meaning of new and unfamiliar structures.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.2: Give and follow a series of
oral and written directions, commands, and
requests for participating in age- and levelappropriate classroom and cultural activities in
familiar and some unfamiliar situations.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.3: Use appropriate gestures,
intonation, and common idiomatic expressions
of the target culture(s)/language in familiar and
some unfamiliar situations.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.4: Ask and respond to factual
and interpretive questions of a personal nature,
on school-related topics, and on some unfamiliar
topics and situations.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.5: Engage in short
conversations about personal experiences or
events, topics studied in other content areas,
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Learning Goals:

Learning Objectives:
object pronouns.
8. Students will be able to compose a response to La
consiglia di Laura using the conditional and
pronouns.
9. Students will be able to understand and analyze the
meaning of Il mondo che vorrei.

Relevant Standards:

Learning Goals:

Learning Objectives:

and some unfamiliar topics and situations.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.2: Dramatize student-created
and/or authentic short plays, skits, poems,
songs, stories, or reports.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.3: Use language creatively to
respond in writing to a variety of oral or visual
prompts about familiar and some unfamiliar
situations.
Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments:

Performance Assessments:






Benchmark (CSA #3)
Primary assessments

Compose a response to an advice
column that demonstrates mastery of
learned concepts.

Warm-ups
Closure
Exit tickets
Academic games

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:
Special Education Students
English Language Learner






Modifications as per the IEP
Alternate assignments
Extended time
Word bank
Reduced choices in multiplechoice field
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Use of pictures when possible
Allow oral or written assessment
as per student area of strength
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Major Activities/ Assignments
(required):
Synthesize the meaning of the song Il
Mondo Che Vorrei and compose an
original essay describing your ideal world.

At-Risk Students





Keep on task
Reminders – oral, e-mail, etc…
Use of enrichment periods
Frequent contact with mentor or
guidance counselor to check on
progress

Gifted Students





Increase rigor
Increase complexity
Add breadth to assessments,
i.e., interdisciplinary project
options, self-created options,
interest centers, etc...

Instructional Strategies (Robert Marzano’s 41 Elements):


















Chunking Content into “Digestible Bites”
Reflecting on Learning
Reviewing Content
Organizing Students to Practice and Deepen Knowledge
Using Homework
Examining Errors in Reasoning
Practicing Skills, Strategies, and Processes
Revising Knowledge
Organizing Students for Cognitively Complex Tasks
Providing Resources and Guidance
Using Academic Games
Managing Response Rates
Using Physical Movement
Scaffolding
Modeling
Cooperative Grouping
Graphic Organizers

Possible Instructional Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:
Special Education Students
English Language Learner






Modifications as per the IEP
Use of scaffolds
Use of enrichment periods to
review prior knowledge.
Flexible grouping
Alternate assignments
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At-Risk Students





Keep on task
Reminders – oral, e-mail, etc…
Use of enrichment periods
Frequent contact with mentor or
guidance counselor to check on
progress

Gifted Students










Peer teaching
Independent Study
Increase complexity
Alternate assignments
Extension activities
Flexible grouping
Tiered activities
Accelerated learning groups

Unit Vocabulary:
Essential:
L’artista
Il biologo
Il chirugo
Il commercialista
Il commesso
Il dirigente
Il dottore/la dottoressa
Il medico
L’eletricista
L’idrualico
L’impiegato
L’infermiere
L’operaio
Il programmatore
Il segretario
L’azienda/la ditta
La fabbrica
Il negozio
L’officina
Lo studio
Disoccupato
Insoddisfatto
Il lavoro a tempo pieno
La responsibilita
Soddisfatto/soddisfazione
Lo svantaggio
Il vantaggio
L’architetto
Il giardiniere
Il poliziotto
Il barbiere/il parucchiere
Il piolota
L’ingenere
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Unit Vocabulary:
L’astronauta
Il cuoco
Il fornaio
Il venditore
Il pittore
Il dentista
La cameriera
L’ambizione/ambizioso
La creativita`/creative
L’entusiasmo
L’esperienza
Organizzato
Preciso
Lo spirit d’iniziativa
Altruista
L’aspirazione
Egoista
Fare ricerca
Idealista
Sognare
Sognare ad ochi aperti
Il sogno
La speranza
L’assistente sociale
Proteggere l’ambiente
Diminuire le tasse
Eliminare le tasse
L’ecologia
Fare benficenza
Fare sciopero
Occuparsi di politica
La pace
I partiti politici
Povero
Riciclare il vetro, la carta, la plastica
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Unit Vocabulary:
Rispettare
I senzatetto
Il sindaco
Il volontariato
Votare
Non-Essential:

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards):
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.9-10.2
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.9-10.6

Integration of Technology:

21st Century Themes:

21st Century Skills:

Technology:

___x_ Global Awareness

__x__ Creativity & Innovation

Standard 9.1 21st-Century Life and
Career Skills: All students will
demonstrate the creative, critical
thinking, collaboration, and
problem-solving skills needed to
function successfully as both global
citizens and workers in diverse
ethnic and organizational cultures.

CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and
innovation.







Conjuguemos.com
Class website
Youtube
Laptops/chromebooks
Flipped Lessons

Standard 9.3 Career Awareness,
Exploration, and Preparation: All
students will apply knowledge
about and engage in the process of
career awareness, exploration, and
preparation in order to navigate
the globally competitive work
environment of the information
age.

___x_ Media Literacy
CRP11. Use technology to enhance
productivity.

____ Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
____ Life and Career Skills
____ Information & Communication
Technologies Literacy
__x__ Communication & Collaboration

____ Civic Literacy
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CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively
and with reason.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards):

Integration of Technology:

21st Century Themes:

21st Century Skills:

____ Financial, Economic, Business,

using cultural global competence.

& Entrepreneurial Literacy
____ Information Literacy
____ Health Literacy

Resources:
Texts/Materials:
Textbook: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007, Francesca Italiano, Irene Marchegiani
Workbook: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007, Francesca Italiano, Irene Marchegiani
CD Program: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007
Supplemental text: Oggi, 2003, Houghton-Mifflin, Ferdinando Merlonghi and Joseph A. Tursi
Supplemental workbook: Oggi, 2003, Houghton-Mifflin, Ferdinando Merlonghi and Joseph A. Tursi
Various multi-level readers
Internet
Videos/DVD’s
Italian magazines and newspapers
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Unit: 3 Come si fa?

Recommended Duration: 5 Weeks (January/February)

Unit Description:
This unit is designed teach students how to move from speaking in sentence length to begin speaking in paragraph length in the interpersonal and
presentational modes. They will learn to use the si impersonale and the idiomatic forms for volerci/metterci, to describe how they would complete everyday
tasks. The unit will end with the student creating a “how to video” on a topic of their choice using the grammar they presented in the unit.
Essential Questions:

Enduring Understandings:

1. What are “language patterns” and how can they help me learn and use
a new language?
2. What do I do when my ideas are more sophisticated than my ability to
communicate them?

Relevant Standards:
NJSLS WL 7.1.NH.A.4: Identify people, places,
objects, and activities in daily life based on oral
or written descriptions.
NJSLS WL 7.1.N.H.C.5: Tell or write about
cultural products associated with the target
culture(s) and identify how the products and
practices are derived from the cultural
perspectives.
NJSLS WL 7.1.N.M.C.5: Name and label tangible
cultural products and imitate cultural practices
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1. Examining syntax, we find that most of our spoken and written
language is broken down in to a pattern that we can substitute
different words into and out of. Once we realize this pattern and
understand where different parts of speech predictably go we can use
it take expand on simple thoughts and ideas. The expansion of these
thoughts is what will make our communication clearer and therefore
understood with more precision by our target audience.
2. When speaking another language, it is important to remember that
non-natives will lack a sizable portion of vocabulary possessed by
native speakers. When language learners come across these words or
ideas they need to use the skill of circumlocution to talk around it by
simplifying the thought and using words they know to describe it.

Learning Goals:
1. Students will be able to progress from
understanding and communicating at the
sentence level to understanding and
communicating at the paragraph level by
connecting thoughts to give directions and
explain how to carry out basic and complex
tasks.

Learning Objectives:
1. Students will be able to apply the si impersonale
across tenses.
2. Students will be able to apply the use of
volerci/metterci across tenses
3. Students will be able to infer the meaning of new
words in a reading.
4. Students will be able to comprehend the main
ideas of a reading.
5. Students will be able to demonstrate listening
comprehension.
6. Students will be able to ask and respond to
questions orally.

Relevant Standards:
from the target culture(s).
NJSLS WL 7.1.IL.A.4: Use the target language to
describe people, places, objects, and daily
activities learned about through oral or written
descriptions.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.2: Demonstrate
comprehension of oral and written instructions
connected to daily activities and to some
unfamiliar situations through appropriate
responses.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.5: Comprehend
conversations and written information on a
variety of topics.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.7:Infer the meaning of some
unfamiliar words in some new contexts.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.8: Use knowledge of
structures of the target language to deduce
meaning of new and unfamiliar structures.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.2: Give and follow a series of
oral and written directions, commands, and
requests for participating in age- and levelappropriate classroom and cultural activities in
familiar and some unfamiliar situations.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.3: Use appropriate gestures,
intonation, and common idiomatic expressions
of the target culture(s)/language in familiar and
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Learning Goals:

Learning Objectives:
7. Students will be able to create and present a “How
to presentation”
8. Students will be able to use proper pronunciation.

Relevant Standards:

Learning Goals:

Learning Objectives:

some unfamiliar situations.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.4: Ask and respond to factual
and interpretive questions of a personal nature,
on school-related topics, and on some unfamiliar
topics and situations.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.5: Engage in short
conversations about personal experiences or
events, topics studied in other content areas,
and some unfamiliar topics and situations.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.1 : Synthesize information
related to the cultural products, cultural
practices, and cultural perspectives associated
with targeted culture(s) to create a multimediarich presentation on targeted themes to be
shared virtually with a target language audience.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.3: Use language creatively to
respond in writing to a variety of oral or visual
prompts about familiar and some unfamiliar
situations.
Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments:

Performance Assessments:






Primary assessment

Create and present a “How to…”

Warm-ups
Closure
Exit tickets
Academic games

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:
Special Education Students
English Language Learner
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At-Risk Students

Major Activities/ Assignments
(required):
Taboo and academic games to help teach
circumlocution.

Gifted Students

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:






Modifications as per the IEP
Alternate assignments
Extended time
Word bank
Reduced choices in multiplechoice field






Extra time
Simplified language
Use of pictures when possible
Allow oral or written assessment
as per student area of strength






Keep on task
Reminders – oral, e-mail, etc…
Use of enrichment periods
Frequent contact with mentor or
guidance counselor to check on
progress





Increase rigor
Increase complexity
Add breadth to assessments,
i.e., interdisciplinary project
options, self-created options,
interest centers, etc...

Instructional Strategies (Robert Marzano’s 41 Elements):


















Chunking Content into “Digestible Bites”
Reflecting on Learning
Reviewing Content
Organizing Students to Practice and Deepen Knowledge
Using Homework
Examining Errors in Reasoning
Practicing Skills, Strategies, and Processes
Revising Knowledge
Organizing Students for Cognitively Complex Tasks
Providing Resources and Guidance
Using Academic Games
Managing Response Rates
Using Physical Movement
Scaffolding
Modeling
Cooperative Grouping
Graphic Organizers

Possible Instructional Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:
Special Education Students
English Language Learner
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At-Risk Students

Gifted Students

Possible Instructional Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:
 Read examples to them
 Provide study sheet
 One-on-one instruction
 One-on-one instruction
 Provide Preferential Seating
 Extra copies of notes
 Tiered Assignments
 Flexible Grouping





Keep on task
Homework Options
One-on-one instruction




Extension activities
Differentiated learning Menu

Unit Vocabulary:
Essential:
This unit doesn’t introduce an “official” list of vocabulary. The only vocabulary that students will be accountable for a personalized word wall that they will
create to help them present their “how to…” project
Non-Essential:

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards):
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.9-10.2
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.9-10.6

Integration of Technology:

21st Century Themes:

21st Century Skills:

Technology:

___x_ Global Awareness

__x__ Creativity & Innovation

Standard 9.1 21st-Century Life and
Career Skills: All students will
demonstrate the creative, critical
thinking, collaboration, and
problem-solving skills needed to
function successfully as both global
citizens and workers in diverse
ethnic and organizational cultures.

CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and
innovation.







Conjuguemos.com
Class website
Youtube
Laptops/chromebooks
Flipped Lessons

Standard 9.3 Career Awareness,
Exploration, and Preparation: All
students will apply knowledge
about and engage in the process of
career awareness, exploration, and
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___x_ Media Literacy
CRP11. Use technology to enhance
productivity.

____ Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
____ Life and Career Skills

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards):

Integration of Technology:

21st Century Themes:

21st Century Skills:

preparation in order to navigate
the globally competitive work
environment of the information
age.

____ Information & Communication
Technologies Literacy
__x__ Communication & Collaboration

____ Civic Literacy
____ Financial, Economic, Business,

CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively
and with reason.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while
using cultural global competence.

& Entrepreneurial Literacy
____ Health Literacy

Resources:
Texts/Materials:
Textbook: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007, Francesca Italiano, Irene Marchegiani
Workbook: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007, Francesca Italiano, Irene Marchegiani
CD Program: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007
Supplemental text: Oggi, 2003, Houghton-Mifflin, Ferdinando Merlonghi and Joseph A. Tursi
Supplemental workbook: Oggi, 2003, Houghton-Mifflin, Ferdinando Merlonghi and Joseph A. Tursi
Various multi-level readers
Internet
Videos/DVD’s
Italian magazines and newspapers
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____ Information Literacy

Unit 4: Parliamo!

Recommended Duration: 8 Weeks (February/March)

Unit Description:
This unit is designed to prepare students to be able to communicate across tenses orally about experiences from their childhood, their likes and dislikes, and
what they will do in the future. Additionally, They will be able to create impromptu conversations on various topics and understand idiomatic expressions as
expressed in pop culture.
Essential Questions:

Enduring Understandings:

1. What strategies can I use to communicate more effectively?
2. What do I do when my ideas are more sophisticated than my ability to
communicate them?
3. What can I do when I do not have the words to say what I am thinking?

1. While it’s impossible for even a native speaker to know all of the
vocabulary in a given language, speakers can invoke a number of
strategies to help them communicate. For example, the use of nonverbal skills, circumlocution, semantic avoidance, and asking for
clarification are strategies that will increase the effectiveness of
communication.
2. If a learner’s ideas are more sophisticated than his/her vocabulary
base it’s a good time to employ circumlocution. This approach involves
using different words or phrases to express their intended meaning.
For example, if learners do not know the word grandfather they may
paraphrase it by saying "my father's father".
3. Language learners can use semantic avoidance to navigate around a
problematic word by using a different one, for example substituting
the irregular verb make with the regular verb ask. The regularity of
"ask" makes it easier to use correctly. Applying what you know to
enhance the effectiveness of communication is often more important
than using a more colloquial term, though it eventually becomes the
goal.

Relevant Standards:

Learning Goals:

Learning Objectives:

NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.2: Demonstrate
comprehension of oral and written instructions
connected to daily activities and to some
unfamiliar situations through appropriate
responses.

1. Students will be able to create impromptu
conversations on various topics. (4 weeks)
2. Students will be able to understand idiomatic
expressions as expressed in pop culture, news
sources, and other relevant forms of media. (4
weeks)

1. Students will be able to form questions using
appropriate placement of prepositions.
2. Students will be able to ask for personal
information.
3. Students will be able to demonstrate an ability to
give and receive personal information.
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Relevant Standards:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.3: Analyze the use of verbal
and non-verbal etiquette (i.e., gestures,
intonation, and cultural practices in the target
culture(s) to determine the meaning of a
message.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.4: Use target language to
paraphrase what is heard or read in oral or
written descriptions of people, places, objects,
and daily activities.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.5: Comprehend
conversations and written information on a
variety of topics.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.7: Infer the meaning of some
unfamiliar words in some new contexts.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.8: Use knowledge of
structures of the target language to deduce
meaning of new and unfamiliar structures.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.2: Give and follow a series of
oral and written directions, commands, and
requests for participating in age- and levelappropriate classroom and cultural activities in
familiar and some unfamiliar situations.
NJSJS WL 7.1.IM.B.3: Use appropriate gestures,
intonation, and common idiomatic expressions
of the target culture(s)/language in familiar and
some unfamiliar situations.
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Learning Goals:

Learning Objectives:
4. Students will be able to watch authentic video
clips and deduce meaning of unfamiliar words and
phrases.
5. Students will be able to demonstrate ability to
take dictation.
6. Students will be able to listen to and draw
description of scenery from authentic audio
sources.
7. Students will be able to discuss likes, dislikes,
future, plans, hobbies, and memories.
8. Students will be able to create a digital music
video of a translated song.

Relevant Standards:

Learning Goals:

Learning Objectives:

NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.4: Ask and respond to factual
and interpretive questions of a personal nature,
on school-related topics, and on some unfamiliar
topics and situations.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.3: Use language creatively to
respond in writing to a variety of oral or visual
prompts about familiar and some unfamiliar
situations.
Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments:

Performance Assessments:














Warm-ups
Closure
Exit tickets
Academic games

Benchmark (CSA #3)
Song Analysis and translation

Multiple quizzes
Student Interviews
Improved role play situation
Listening comprehension

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:
Special Education Students
English Language Learner






Modifications as per the IEP
Alternate assignments
Extended time
Word bank
Reduced choices in multiplechoice field






Extra time
Simplified language
Use of pictures when possible
Allow oral or written assessment
as per student area of strength

Instructional Strategies (Robert Marzano’s 41 Elements):



Chunking Content into “Digestible Bites”
Reflecting on Learning
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Major Activities/ Assignments
(required):
 Mini-oral proficiency interview

At-Risk Students





Keep on task
Reminders – oral, e-mail, etc…
Use of enrichment periods
Frequent contact with mentor or
guidance counselor to check on
progress

Gifted Students





Increase rigor
Increase complexity
Add breadth to assessments,
i.e., interdisciplinary project
options, self-created options,
interest centers, etc...

Instructional Strategies (Robert Marzano’s 41 Elements):
















Reviewing Content
Organizing Students to Practice and Deepen Knowledge
Using Homework
Examining Errors in Reasoning
Practicing Skills, Strategies, and Processes
Revising Knowledge
Organizing Students for Cognitively Complex Tasks
Providing Resources and Guidance
Using Academic Games
Managing Response Rates
Using Physical Movement
Scaffolding
Modeling
Cooperative Grouping
Graphic Organizers

Possible Instructional Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:
Special Education Students
English Language Learner







Read examples to them
One-on-one instruction
Provide Preferential Seating
Extra copies of notes
Tiered Assignments
Flexible Grouping




Provide study sheet
One-on-one instruction

Unit Vocabulary:
Essential:
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At-Risk Students




Keep on task
Homework Options
One-on-one instruction

Gifted Students



Extension activities
Differentiated learning Menu

Unit Vocabulary:
As a way to differentiate instruction in this unit, students will keep personalized vocabulary lists so they are able to talk about themselves with a higher degree
of clarity.
Non-Essential:

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards):
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.9-10.2
NJSLS ELA- Literacy W.9-10.6

Integration of Technology:

21st Century Themes:

21st Century Skills:

Technology:

___x_ Global Awareness

__x__ Creativity & Innovation

Standard 9.1 21st-Century Life and
Career Skills: All students will
demonstrate the creative, critical
thinking, collaboration, and
problem-solving skills needed to
function successfully as both global
citizens and workers in diverse
ethnic and organizational cultures.

CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and
innovation.







Conjuguemos.com
Class website
Youtube
Laptops/chromebooks
Flipped Lessons

Standard 9.3 Career Awareness,
Exploration, and Preparation: All
students will apply knowledge
about and engage in the process of
career awareness, exploration, and
preparation in order to navigate
the globally competitive work
environment of the information
age.

___x_ Media Literacy
CRP11. Use technology to enhance
productivity.

____ Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
____ Life and Career Skills
____ Information & Communication
Technologies Literacy
__x__ Communication & Collaboration

____ Civic Literacy
____ Financial, Economic, Business,
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CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively
and with reason.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while
using cultural global competence.

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards):

Integration of Technology:

21st Century Themes:

21st Century Skills:

& Entrepreneurial Literacy
____ Health Literacy

Resources:
Texts/Materials:
Textbook: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007, Francesca Italiano, Irene Marchegiani
Workbook: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007, Francesca Italiano, Irene Marchegiani
CD Program: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007
Supplemental text: Oggi, 2003, Houghton-Mifflin, Ferdinando Merlonghi and Joseph A. Tursi
Supplemental workbook: Oggi, 2003, Houghton-Mifflin, Ferdinando Merlonghi and Joseph A. Tursi
Various multi-level readers
Internet
Videos/DVD’s
Italian magazines and newspapers
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____ Information Literacy

Unit: 5 Dove andiamo in vancanza?

Recommended Duration: 8 Weeks (April/May)

Unit Description:

This unit is designed to prepare students to travel to Italy. It also reviews how to express oneself clearly so the student may make hotel
reservations, talk about things to do and visit on vacation, and various modes of transportation that could be used on a trip. To accomplish these
tasks, the students will develop presentations to convince a different groups a people to take a trip to Italy on various budgets.
Essential Questions:

Enduring Understandings:

1. When travelling, what vocabulary is useful?
1. When travelling, vocabulary related to transportation (at the airport, on
2. What is it like to be a “foreigner”?
the plane, at the train station) and the hotel is very useful.
3. How does the _____ (e.g., clothing, foods, arts, architecture, holidays, etc.) 2. Students will practice reserving a room in an Italian lodging by e-mail and
of a place reflect the culture?
orally. They will understand the cultural differences and similarities
between vacations in Italy verses what they have experienced.
3. Students will view videos and written advertisements/descriptions of many
hotels and other types of lodgings. They will learn to compare these, as
well as hotels that they are familiar with in their own culture.

Relevant Standards:

Learning Goals:

NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.4: Use target language to
paraphrase what is heard or read in oral or
written descriptions of people, places, objects,
and daily activities.

1. Students will be able to talk about travel plans, 1. Students will be able to define and apply
discuss hotel arrangements, and describe
vocabulary related to modes of transportation.
activities commonly done on a vacation. (5-6
2. Students will be able to apply regular and irregular
weeks)
forms of the comparative and superlative.
3. Students will be able to define and apply
2. Students will be able to create a sales pitch
vocabulary related to different types of lodging.
presentation that advertises different vacation 4. Students will be able to define and apply
locations in Italy. 2-3 weeks)
vocabulary related to activities on unforgettable
vacations.
5. Students will be able to apply aggettivi indefiniti
and pronomi indefinite.
6. Students will be able to create a sales pitch that
advertises a dream vacation.

NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.2: Demonstrate
comprehension of oral and written instructions
connected to daily activities and to some
unfamiliar situations through appropriate
responses.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.4: Use target language to
paraphrase what is heard or read in oral or
written descriptions of people, places, objects,
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Learning Objectives:

Relevant Standards:
and daily activities.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.5: Comprehend
conversations and written information on a
variety of topics.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.7: Infer the meaning of some
unfamiliar words in some new contexts.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.8: Use knowledge of
structures of the target language to deduce
meaning of new and unfamiliar structures.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.3: Use appropriate gestures,
intonation, and common idiomatic expressions
of the target culture(s)/language in familiar and
some unfamiliar situations.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.4: Ask and respond to factual
and interpretive questions of a personal nature,
on school-related topics, and on some unfamiliar
topics and situations.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.B.5: Engage in short
conversations about personal experiences or
events, topics studied in other content areas,
and some unfamiliar topics and situations.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.1: Synthesize information
related to the cultural products, cultural
practices, and cultural perspectives associated
with targeted culture(s) to create a multimediarich presentation on targeted themes to be
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Learning Goals:

Learning Objectives:

Relevant Standards:

Learning Goals:

Learning Objectives:

shared virtually with a target language audience.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.2: Dramatize student-created
and/or authentic short plays, skits, poems,
songs, stories, or reports.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.3: Use language creatively to
respond in writing to a variety of oral or visual
prompts about familiar and some unfamiliar
situations.

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments:

Performance Assessments:













Warm-ups
Listening comprehension
activities
Exit tickets
Academic games
Quizzes

Primary assessments

Quizzes
Listening comprehension

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:
Special Education Students
English Language Learner






Modifications as per the IEP
Alternate assignments
Extended time
Word bank
Reduced choices in multiplechoice field
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Extra time
Simplified language
Use of pictures when possible
Allow oral or written assessment
as per student area of strength
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Major Activities/ Assignments
(required):
 Sales pitch presentation to
convince a group to vacation in
Italy.

At-Risk Students





Keep on task
Reminders – oral, e-mail, etc…
Use of enrichment periods
Frequent contact with mentor or
guidance counselor to check on
progress

Gifted Students





Increase rigor
Increase complexity
Add breadth to assessments,
i.e., interdisciplinary project
options, self-created options,
interest centers, etc...

Instructional Strategies (Robert Marzano’s 41 Elements):


















Chunking Content into “Digestible Bites”
Reflecting on Learning
Reviewing Content
Organizing Students to Practice and Deepen Knowledge
Using Homework
Examining Errors in Reasoning
Practicing Skills, Strategies, and Processes
Revising Knowledge
Organizing Students for Cognitively Complex Tasks
Providing Resources and Guidance
Using Academic Games
Managing Response Rates
Using Physical Movement
Scaffolding
Modeling
Cooperative Grouping
Graphic Organizers

Possible Instructional Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:
Special Education Students
English Language Learner






Modifications as per the IEP
Use of scaffolds
Use of enrichment periods to
review prior knowledge.
Flexible grouping
Alternate assignments
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Extra time
Simplified language
Use of pictures when possible
Allow oral or written response
and assignment completion as per
student area of strength
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At-Risk Students





Keep on task
Reminders – oral, e-mail, etc…
Use of enrichment periods
Frequent contact with mentor or
guidance counselor to check on
progress

Gifted Students










Peer teaching
Independent Study
Increase complexity
Alternate assignments
Extension activities
Flexible grouping
Tiered activities
Accelerated learning groups

Unit Vocabulary: Dove andiamo in vacanza?
Essential:
Tipi di alloggi
Fare il camping/ Il campeggio
L’ostello
La pensione
Il residence
Il villaggio turistico
Albergo di quattro stelle
Espressioni/parole utili
La camera singola/doppia
La camera matrimoniale
Con/senza bagno
Incantevole
Pagare con un carta di credito
il sacco a pelo
La spiaggia privata
La vista sul mare
Una prenotazione
L’asciugamano
L’impiegato
La tenda
Includere (incluso)
Prenotare
Domande Comune
Quanti giorni pensa di restare?
Mi dispiace, e` tutto esaurito.
C’e’ posto?
Ci sono camere libere?
La colazione e` compresa nel prezzo?
Avete la prenotazione?
Qualche comfort
La connessione internet
I servizi
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Unit Vocabulary: Dove andiamo in vacanza?
Abbronzarsi
L’agriturismo
La crema abrronzante
Il costume da bagno
Fare una scalata
Fare windsurf
La localita`
La maschera
Il motoscafo (moto)
Gli occhiali da sole
Le pinne
Gli scarponi da montagna
Il sentiero di montagna
Silenzioso
Splendido
Affascinate
L’ombrellone
Ogni
Qualunque
Tutto
Qualche
Ognuno
Alcune
Qualcuno
Qualche cosa/qualcosa
Troppo
Tanto
Qualsiasi
I mezzi di trasporto
Una crociera
Un’autobus
Una nave, una barca
Un’auto, automobile
Un traghetto
Un’aereo, un’aereoplano
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Unit Vocabulary: Dove andiamo in vacanza?
Un treno
L’aliscafo
Una moto
Il binario
Cambiare treno
La carrozza ristorante
Il distributore di benzina
Fare benzina
Fare il pieno
Fare una crociera
La fermata
Noleggiare
Il porto
Il vagone letto
Un biglietto
Un controllore
L’aereoporto
La stazione
I mezzi di trasporto
Adatto
Comodo
Scomodo
Conveniente
Disponible
Economico
Efficiente
Faticoso
Lento
Pericoloso
Semplice
Veloce
Stressato
Rilassante
Espressioni alla stazione
Scusi, a che ora c’e’ la coincidenza?
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Unit Vocabulary: Dove andiamo in vacanza?
Da quale binario parte?
C’e’ posto in seconda?
Vietato fumare

Non-Essential:

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards):
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.9-10.2
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.9-10.6
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.9-10.7
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.9-10.8
NJSLS.SOC.6.1.12

Integration of Technology:

21st Century Themes:

21st Century Skills:

Technology:

___x_ Global Awareness

__x__ Creativity & Innovation

Standard 9.1 21st-Century Life and
Career Skills: All students will
demonstrate the creative, critical
thinking, collaboration, and
problem-solving skills needed to
function successfully as both global
citizens and workers in diverse
ethnic and organizational cultures.

CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and
innovation.







Conjuguemos.com
Class website
Youtube
Laptops/chromebooks
Flipped Lessons

Standard 9.3 Career Awareness,
Exploration, and Preparation: All
students will apply knowledge
about and engage in the process of
career awareness, exploration, and
preparation in order to navigate
the globally competitive work
environment of the information
age.

___x_ Media Literacy
CRP11. Use technology to enhance
productivity.

____ Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
____ Life and Career Skills
____ Information & Communication
Technologies Literacy
__x__ Communication & Collaboration

____ Civic Literacy
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CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively
and with reason.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while

Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards):

Integration of Technology:

21st Century Themes:

21st Century Skills:

____ Financial, Economic, Business,

using cultural global competence.

& Entrepreneurial Literacy
____ Information Literacy
____ Health Literacy

Resources:
Texts/Materials:
Textbook: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007, Francesca Italiano, Irene Marchegiani
Workbook: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007, Francesca Italiano, Irene Marchegiani
CD Program: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007
Supplemental text: Oggi, 2003, Houghton-Mifflin, Ferdinando Merlonghi and Joseph A. Tursi
Supplemental workbook: Oggi, 2003, Houghton-Mifflin, Ferdinando Merlonghi and Joseph A. Tursi
Various multi-level readers
Internet
Videos/DVD’s
Italian magazines and newspapers
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Unit: 6 Viva La Mamma!

Recommended Duration: 3-4 weeks (June)

Unit Description: In this unit students will read the story Viva la Mamma! by Claudio Manella. Students will gain confidence in their reading and comprehension
abilities, while utilizing the vocabulary and grammar reviewed and learned throughout the year.

Essential Questions:

Enduring Understandings:

1. What strategies and resources will help me to read and comprehend a 1. Students will find that reading a story in the target language involves
short story?
reading the material more than once. Reading aloud and in groups help
2. What are different language learning styles?
the student to comprehend the material. Group translation,
3. How is written language different from spoken language?
comprehension questions, sequencing, and short summaries using graphic
organizers all demonstrate student comprehension.
2. In the above methods, students find their preferred manner to read and
comprehend a story in the target language.
3. Students will discover that words in another language have many
connotations. Some of these connotations are different words in the
target language. The target language is written more formally than

the spoken language. Spoken language is usually more colloquial in
nature.
Relevant Standards:
NJSLS WL 7.1.IH.A.1: Analyze and critique
information contained in culturally authentic
materials using electronic information and
other sources related to a variety of familiar
and some unfamiliar topics.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.4: Use target language to
paraphrase what is heard or read in oral or
written descriptions of people, places, objects,
and daily activities.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.5: Comprehend
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Learning Goals:
1. Students will be able to identify the main
idea, theme, and most supporting details
in reading from culturally authentic
materials. (2 weeks)
2. Students will be able to express
themselves in oral or written form to
describe the characters, setting, and plot
of the story. (1-2 weeks)

Learning Objectives:
1. Students will be able to read and understand
the story Viva La Mamma.
2. Students will be able to compare and contrast
cultural similarities and differences between
the Italian and American culture.
3. Students will be able to create a podcast and
debate the cultural similarities and difference
between Italian and American culture.

Relevant Standards:

Learning Goals:

Learning Objectives:

conversations and written information on a
variety of topics.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.7: Infer the meaning of
some unfamiliar words in some new contexts.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.A.8: Use knowledge of
structures of the target language to deduce
meaning of new and unfamiliar structures.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.2: Dramatize studentcreated and/or authentic short plays, skits,
poems, songs, stories, or reports.
NJSLS WL 7.1.IM.C.5: Compare cultural
perspectives of the target culture(s) with those
of one’s own culture as evidenced through their
cultural products and cultural practices.
Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments:






Primary Assessment –
Comprehension of content

Warm-ups
Closure
Exit tickets
Academic games

Performance Assessments:
Vocabulary Quiz

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:
Special Education Students
English Language Learner



Modifications as per the IEP
Alternate assignments
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Extra time
Simplified language
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Major Activities/ Assignments
(required):
Students will take on the personality of
characters in the story to answer
questions and debate central themes in
the Viva la Mamma!

At-Risk Students



Keep on task
Reminders – oral, e-mail, etc…

Gifted Students




Increase rigor
Increase complexity

Possible Assessment Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:
 Extended time
 Use of pictures when possible
 Word bank
 Allow oral or written assessment
as per student area of strength
 Reduced choices in multiplechoice field

Instructional Strategies (Robert Marzano’s 41 Elements):


















Chunking Content into “Digestible Bites”
Reflecting on Learning
Reviewing Content
Organizing Students to Practice and Deepen Knowledge
Using Homework
Examining Errors in Reasoning
Practicing Skills, Strategies, and Processes
Revising Knowledge
Organizing Students for Cognitively Complex Tasks
Providing Resources and Guidance
Using Academic Games
Managing Response Rates
Using Physical Movement
Scaffolding
Modeling
Cooperative Grouping
Graphic Organizers
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Use of enrichment periods
Frequent contact with mentor or
guidance counselor to check on
progress



Add breadth to assessments,
i.e., interdisciplinary project
options, self-created options,
interest centers, etc...

Possible Instructional Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation:
Special Education Students
English Language Learner






Modifications as per the IEP
Use of scaffolds
Use of enrichment periods to
review prior knowledge.
Flexible grouping
Alternate assignments






Extra time
Simplified language
Use of pictures when possible
Allow oral or written response
and assignment completion as per
student area of strength

Unit Vocabulary: Viva la Mamma!
Essential:
Verbi
Crescere
Aggiungere
Indossare
Scherzare
Vergognarsi
Litigare
Fidarsi
Assaggiare
Asciugare
Lacrimare
Rincasare
Accarezzare
Nomi
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At-Risk Students





Keep on task
Reminders – oral, e-mail, etc…
Use of enrichment periods
Frequent contact with mentor or
guidance counselor to check on
progress

Gifted Students










Peer teaching
Independent Study
Increase complexity
Alternate assignments
Extension activities
Flexible grouping
Tiered activities
Accelerated learning groups

Unit Vocabulary: Viva la Mamma!
Affitto
Mutande
Paghetta
Sbaglio
Guancia
Spendaccione
Schifezza
Dono
Aggettivi
Perplesso
Impaziente
Morbido
Intonato
Espressioni
Un sacco di
Valutare i pro e i contri
Piano piano
A bocca aperta
A un certo punto
A quanto pare
Nella buona e nella cattiva sorte
Chissa`
Cosi
La bella/brutta figura
Come
All'improvviso

None-Essential:
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Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards):
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.9-10.2
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.9-10.6
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.9-10.7
NJSLS.ELA- Literacy W.9-10.8

Integration of Technology:

21st Century Themes:

21st Century Skills:

Technology:

___x_ Global Awareness

__x__ Creativity & Innovation

Standard 9.1 21st-Century Life and
Career Skills: All students will
demonstrate the creative, critical
thinking, collaboration, and
problem-solving skills needed to
function successfully as both global
citizens and workers in diverse
ethnic and organizational cultures.

CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and
innovation.







Conjuguemos.com
Class website
Youtube
Laptops/chromebooks
Flipped Lessons

Standard 9.3 Career Awareness,
Exploration, and Preparation: All
students will apply knowledge
about and engage in the process of
career awareness, exploration, and
preparation in order to navigate
the globally competitive work
environment of the information
age.

___x_ Media Literacy
CRP11. Use technology to enhance
productivity.

____ Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
____ Life and Career Skills
____ Information & Communication
Technologies Literacy
__x__ Communication & Collaboration

____ Civic Literacy
____ Financial, Economic, Business,

CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively
and with reason.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while
using cultural global competence.

& Entrepreneurial Literacy
____ Health Literacy
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____ Information Literacy

Resources:
Texts/Materials:
Viva la Mamma! By Claudio Manella, Progetto Lingua di Firenze, 2007
Textbook: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007, Francesca Italiano, Irene Marchegiani
Workbook: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007, Francesca Italiano, Irene Marchegiani
CD Program: Percorsi, Prentice Hall, 2007
Supplemental text: Oggi, 2003, Houghton-Mifflin, Ferdinando Merlonghi and Joseph A. Tursi
Supplemental workbook: Oggi, 2003, Houghton-Mifflin, Ferdinando Merlonghi and Joseph A. Tursi
Various multi-level readers
Internet
Videos/DVD’s
Italian magazines and newspapers
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